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What if you could see how your life would unfold--just by clicking a button? It's 1996, and less than

half of all American high school students have ever used the Internet. Emma just got her first

computer and an America Online CD-ROM. Josh is her best friend. They power up and log on--and

discover themselves on Facebook, fifteen years in the future. Everybody wonders what their destiny

will be. Josh and Emma are about to find out.
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Emma and Josh are next door neighbors and have been good friends since they were little. Josh

gives Emma an AOL CD-ROM for her to try out since her got a new computer. It's 1996 and the

internet is still a new concept and Emma is excited to sign-on. Once she does, she sees a page that

says "Facebook" and it somehow connects her to her Facebook page 15 years down the road. At

first she thinks it is some kind of prank, but as Emma and Josh further investigate, they realize that

it's pretty much the exact opposite. What if they don't like what they see? Jay Asher and Carolyn

Mackler's The Future of Us is brilliant. Readers that can remember that first AOL CD and dial up

internet will love to revisit this with Emma and Josh. Also, fans of time-travel will be on the edge of

their seats as Emma and Josh discover more and more about their futures.Emma and Josh are like



Pacey and Joey from Dawson's Creek. I adored them. Their relationship was relatable and realistic

for high school. I loved that each chapter switched from Emma's point of view and Josh's point of

view. It was done really well.The '90s references in The Future of Us were amazing. I went to high

school in the '90s and it was so much fun to remember back to AOL, the problems surrounding

dial-up internet, and life before all this technology. I loved the incorporation of '90s music, especially

Dave Matthews (I was obsessed!) and could relate to each and every '90s reference. I felt like I was

back in high school and living the experience right along side of Emma and Josh.So, if you read my

reviews before you know how much I love the idea of time-travel. Ever since I saw Marty McFly visit

1955 I was sold.

The year is 1996, and Emma Nelson is a senior in high school. She's a little lost in her search for

love before college: she isn't really that into her current boyfriend, Graham, and her relationship with

her best friend, Josh, hasn't been quite the same since he tried to kiss her six months earlier. In an

effort to rekindle their friendship, Josh gives Emma an AOL disc for 1,000 free hours that he

received in the mail. Excited to get on the internet for the first time, Emma plugs in the disc and is

taken to a strange and unfamiliar website: Facebook. The site asks Emma to input her newly

created e-mail address and password, then displays a page with her name and a picture of a

woman who looks like her, only about 15 years older. Emma is confused, but soon she and Josh

realize what they've discovered: a website from the future that allows them to see who they will

marry, what their jobs will be, and who they will be friends with. Josh is excited when he discovers

that he will be married to Sydney Mills, the most beautiful and popular girl in school, and will spend

his life going on exotic vacations with his hot wife and their adorable children. Emma is less than

thrilled with what she sees on Facebook, however. She seems to be trapped in a loveless marriage

and hasn't really done anything with her life. Determined to ensure a future of happiness, Emma

and Josh attempt to make changes in their 1996 present that will impact their 2011 Facebook

profiles for the better.This promising collaborative novel between authors Jay Asher and Carolyn

Mackler, unfortunately, falls victim to a common problem: great premise, poor execution. The idea of

looking into the future from 1996 via Facebook is something that many are sure to find interesting.

When I tell my students there were no real cell phones (remember the car phone in a bag??) and

Facebook hadn't been created yet when I was in high school, they look at me like I was alive when

dinosaurs roamed the earth. But what they don't realize is that their iPhones and Facebook and

wireless internet are very young in the grad scheme of things. Jay Asher and Carolyn Mackler



examine what a teenager in the 1990's would do if they stumbled upon their future selves as is

represented in Facebook in The Future of Us.It's 1996 and Emma's father got her a brand new

computer as a consolation prize when he got remarried and started his replacement family. When

Josh Templeton stops by, she is surprised since things have been awkward between them since he

admitted he liked her. They are still friends, just not the kind of friends who hang out at each other's

houses regularly anymore. So when he comes over, she is shocked, but excited by the AOL disc he

is carrying. His mother got it in the mail and thought she might like it for her new computer since

Josh's mother doesn't believe in the internet. when Emma pops the disc in, something strange

happens. A screen called Facebook pops up. Emma checks it out and realizes the woman named

Emma Nelson Jones is her... in the future.She calls Josh over because she just can't believe what

she is seeing. Married to a man who doesn't come home at nights and might be cheating on her is

not how Emma hoped her future would turn out. But Josh is convinced this is all an elaborate joke.

Until he sees his own Facebook page and he is married to the hottest girl in school. But every time

they open up the program, their lives have changed. They begin to realize every choice they make

changes their future in small ripples.
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